
IN 2 YEARS, Radiomics Enabler®  has reached a good
level of maturity: the core functionality is stable, the
software architecture has been streamlined, and we
have clear and solid processes for implementation
choices.
Currently, the new developments on Radiomics 
 Enabler® mainly concern the data exchanges with
the other modules. They do not affect the main
features of Radiomics Enabler®, but it requires us to
think carefully about these "gateway"
functionalities: our challenge is to find the best way
to integrate them into Radiomics Enabler® without
adding complexity. More generally, all our
architectural choices must allow for this modularity
for today and for tomorrow, while preserving and
reinforcing the security of our services.

3 QUESTIONS TO 
VALENTIN DEFLORAINE
Valentin has been a Software Developer at Medexprim for more than two years. He shares his
challenges and perspectives to support Medexprim’s growth on the software development side.

Tell us about your role at Medexprim ? 

MEDEXPRIM'S SOFTWARE OFFER consists of 2
assets: an on-premise software suite that allows to
constitute cohorts and datasets within each site, and
a cloud platform hosting smart contracting tools and
multicentric aggregation & enrichment tools. The
Medexprim Suite™ consists of 3 major elements:
Indexa™, Radiomics Enabler®  and Orchestra™. I work
on the development of several modules of our
software suite.

At Medexprim, each product or module is managed by
a Technical Referent (lead developer of the module)
and a Product Owner. The Product Owner defines and
specifies the features to be developed and the
Technical Referent's job is to find how to translate
best these features into code.

I am the Technical Referent for Radiomics Enabler®,
so I am responsible for guiding and technically
validating new developments. Historically, Radiomics
Enabler® is our first software brick. It allows to extract
radiographic images or images from Digital Pathology
stored in a PACS. It cleans, harmonizes and mainly de-
identifies the images, and aggregates them with the
associated clinical data in order to deliver the
complete dataset to other modules necessary to the
processing of the data. 

How do you adapt to changing software
development needs?

WORKING ON MEDICAL imaging data management is quite unique. I've
been working on software development at Medexprim for more than 2
years now, with a technician background, and I must say that I find it
intellectually interesting. And I really appreciate the team, I want to work
with everyone!
In the medium term, Medexprim's project is to create multicentric muti-
omic Real-World datasets, to be used for clinical research. It means that
the volume of data we process will quickly become very large, and we are
designing our software solutions to meet these challenges of massive
data and AI! At my level, I may be confronted with technical questions
that require a good understanding of these issues, and specific skills.
So I've decided to go back to school to get an engineering degree. I
continue to work for Medexprim on a part-time basis, and at the same
time I am developing my skills to adapt to these new challenges.
As they say: "Technology that is cutting edge today will be obsolete in 5
years, and dangerous in 10 years". So for Medexprim, for our partners
and for myself, I am delighted to keep learning new things on a regular
basis!
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My main challenge is to integrate new
functionalities without adding complexity.

Valentin Defloraine
Developer

What are the main issues in the development
of the software you are in charge of?

I find this very interesting, because Radiomics
Enabler®  remains the central product in the data flow
processed by the Medexprim Suite™. Finally, I help the
support department in the event of incidents that
require a deep technical knowledge of the software.


